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O. INTRODUCTION AND NOTATIONS

We collect here some notations to be used in the paper.

1. Je(z) = x 2 + c is the quadratic family

Je is the Julia set of Je

M = {c E C : Je is connected} is the Mandelbrot set

2. Denote c 1--+ W e aRiemann map of C \ M onto {w : Iwi > I}

W 1--+ Cw denotes the inverse map

3. De = {z : f-:(z) -t 00, n -+ oo} is thc basin of infinity for Je

U e is Green's function of the basin of infinity with thc pole at infinity:
ue(z) = limn _ oo 2~ log If~(z)1

Denote Oe = {z : ue(Z) < I}

4. Be is the Botteher function at infinity, Le. Be i~ holomorphic in a neighbor
hood of 00, Be(z) I'V Z as Z -+ 00, and Be 0 Je(z) = (Be(z)]2.

5. (1(t) = 2t(modl), t E [0,1), (Tn(t) = 2n t(modl).
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2 GENADI LEVIN

In [DH1] the eonneetedness of M is proved by giving a fOflllula for the Riel11ann
map c ~ W e :

(1)

MLC Conjecture [DH2]. M is locally connected.

Assume for a moment that M is locally conneeted. Then the set of hyperbolie
dynamieal systems in the spaee of all eomplex quadratic polynomials is dense [DH2].

Then also there is a topologieal model of 8M as SI/ "-', where Wl "-' W2 on the
unH eirele SI iff Cw 1 = cW :21 and the relation "-' is known explieitly [DH1],[Dalg],[T].

In fact, the MLC Conjecture teIls us about similarity between the dynanlieal
plane and the parameter plane (It is already expressed in the equality (1), see also
Seet. 2).

Due to Caratheodory theorem, one eau restate the MLC eonjeeture as follows:

Every external ray Rfl = {c = Cw : W = r exp(27t"it), r > I} 0/ the Mandelbrot
set converges to a unique point on 8M according to the topological model 0/ M.

The loeal eonneetivity of M has 1?een proven at the following points c E 8M:
for preperiodie f = fe [DH2], for f with an indifferent periodic point, and for
finitely renor~alizable f (Yoeeoz., see [Y]'[H]). There areexamples due to Douady
and Hubbard of infinitely renormalizable polynomials f = fe such that M is loeally
eonneeted at c but the Julia set of f is not locally eonneeted. Lyubich [Ly] gives
eombinatorial eonditions on the renornlalizations of f = fe whieh yield the loeal
eonneetivity of M at c and the loeal connectivity of the Julia set. In [McM] it is
proved that all infinitely renormalizable f which are robust belong to the boundary
of M. The paper [S] in which the generalized Feigenbaum universality was proved
is also very important in this drele of problems.

An aim of the present paper is to give an approach to the MLC eonjecture for
the infinitely renormalizable f's with locally connected Julia set.

Acknowledgements. The paper was inspired by very usefnl discussions with D.
Sulliv~n and J.-C. Yoccoz. Construction of a metric in sections 5-6 is based on
an idea due to J.-C. Yoccoz. I anl grateful also to Y. Jiang, M. Lyubich, S. Nag,
and F. Przytycki for helpful conversations. This work was done during the stays
at I.H.E.S. (Bures-sur-Yvette) and Max-Planck-Institut für Mathenlatik in Bonn.
I thank tbe both Institutes for their invitations and bospitality.

1. CONTENT OF THE PAPER

We start with a eonstruction which produces quadratic-like mappings Q with
disconnected Julia sets from a quadratie-like l11apping Q with conneeted one (cf.
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[DHl], [DHpol-l], [G], [LP]): see Sect. 2. It appears in many parts of the paper
(sonletimes implicitly). We call Q by the M-deformation of Q.

Finitely renormalizable case is considered in Sect. 3.
In Sect. 4 we introduce M -stable polynomials. This notion plays a crucial role

in the rest of the paper. Let us stress that this is a condition on the polynomial
itself.

In sections 4-5 we prove that for a polynomial with locally connected Julia set
the M -stability is equivalent to the continuity 0/ the map w -;. Cw at the points
which correspond to the accesses to the critical value in the dynamical plane of the
polynomial. This reduces the problelll about the paralueter space to sOllle extrelnal
length problem in the dynanücal plane.

Sections 6-8 are devoted to a proof of the following below Theorem 1.1 (see also
the remarks after the theorenl).

In section 9 we prove Theorem 1.2 (we state it in the present section).
In the Appendix we extract a path through a disconnected Julia set, on which

the dynamics is "real".

Let us fonnulate the Theoren1S 1.1 and 1.2.
Let f = fe .. , where
c* is real, and I is infinitely renormalizable.
Given a renormalization Q = Im of I, let us introduce an annulus A = A(Q) and

a domain U* = U* (Q) as follows (it is a standard construction: [S], [deM-vanSt]).
As usual, 1* = [Q(O), Q2(O)] (up to the order), aud F = I-(m-l) is a brauch
homeonlorphic on I * an~ passing through all intervals li (1* ), i = 1, 2, ... ,m, - 1,
of the renormalization, I ~ 1(0) is the maxhnal interval such that the branch
F : Y-;. lR is still injective. Denote n = {z .:..u(z) < I} and fi ~ ((C \ IR) UY) nn.
Then F extends to a univalent functiou in n. We let

Note that Q : V* -;. nis a quadratic-like mapping in the sense of [DHpol-I]. We let
the domain

and the annulus

Let A(U*) be the set of the dOlnains U such that, for some i = iu > 0, fi : U -+ U*
is an isomorphism. Define

area[UUEA(U*) U nA]
p(A, U*) = [A]'area

where area deno~es the Leb.esque measure on the plane. Denote m(A) the modulus
of the annulus A.
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Theorem "1.1. Tllere exists a positive increasing Eunction p*(m), m > 0, such that
P* (00) = 1, as Eo11ows. Assume there exists a sequence oE renormalizations Qi of J,
such that for the corresponding annuli Ai = A(Qd and the domains Ui = U*(Qi)
we have:

(1.1)

for a11 i. Then the point c. E {)M (remind J(z) = Z 2 +c.) is accessibie from C \ M.
More0 ver, to every external argument to of the critical value c. in the dynamical
plane of Je. there corresponds a ray in the Mandelbrot plane of the same argument
to that lands at c•.

Remarks.
1. Note that if apriori the point c. is accessible by an external ray of M of

argument to, then to is an external argument of the critical value of fe. in its
dynamical plane (see Theorem 5.2).

2. In fact, we prove a stronger statement because we replace the donlain U. by a
dOlnain W cU•. The domain W is constructed in section 7. It satisfies a Markov
property (like Yoeeoz's pieces): the eomponents of f-i(W) and f- i (W) are either
disjoint, or one eoveres other. Moreover, W contains the (" smalI" ) Julia set

co

of the renormalization Q, and if some preimage W' of W intersects the cOlnpact
E, then W' = Q-n(w), for some n > 0. The boundary of W eonsists of ares
of the Julia set of f, ares of equipotentials, aod arcs of preimages of the external
rays of argulnents °and 1/2. Since we use here the external rays orthogonal to
equipotentials, we speak only about accessibility (along an external ray of M). If
would replace above the orthogonal external rays to the ß-fixed point of fand to
its preinlage by rays crossing equipotentials at other angles, Olle would expect locall
connectivity at c•. The probleIn is that the modulus 1n of the annulus A is changed
if we change the angle in the definition of the external rays.

3. The main property we need from thc Markov piece W is that one can control
(in tenns of the modulus of A) how the boundary aw ehanges as we M-deformate
the quadratic-like Q. For exalllple, if the renonnalization is of disjoint type [Mci\1],
it is enough to require that aw belongs to' a fundamental annulus of a given mod
ulus, say to Q-l(A). In the present paper we eonstruct the Markov piece with this
property for real polynomials, that's why the Theorem 1.1 and the Theorem 1.2
(below) are about this case only.

4. The eon'dition (1.1) means that the areas of a neighborhood of the Julia
set of f with respect to some special metrics, which we construet to check M
stability of f, are finite and, moreover, are ul1iformly" bounded for the sequence of
renormalizations Qi . .

5. It was shown in [JR], [J] based on [S] that the Julia set of an infinite renor
malizable real f is locally connected if f is of a bounded combinatorics, In {LSvS]
we prove a much stronger result, nalnely, the IDeal eonneetivity of the Julia set for
a broad class of the polynomials Z Ho Zl + c with e~ 2 even and c real, including
the all infinitely renormalizable polynomials of this form.
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In order to state the Theorem 1.2, let us fix SOlne extra notations. Again f = le.

is areal infinitely renormalizable quadratie polynomial. Let us fix an external ar
gument to (aeeess) of the critical value c: froln the basin of infinity of fe •. Consider
again some renormalization Q = Im of f. By Douady-Hubbard theory [DHpol-l],
there is a unique c = c(Q) E 8M, such that Q and fe are quasi-conformally conju
gated. Moreover, the accesses to/2 and to/2 + 1/2 to the critical point of I define a
unique access t = t (Q) to the critical value e(Q) from the basin of infinity of f e(Q) .

Given le(Q) and t(Q), we assign a non-negative number

d(Q) = max le - c(Q)I,

where the maximum is taken over the all c from the limit set ~f the ray Rt(Q) of
the argument t(Q) in the Mandelbrot plane. Then d(Q) = 0 if and only if this ray
lands at c(Q), and, moreover, if and only if the ray Rt; lands at c*. On the other
hand, we define another quantity p(W) similar to the p(A, U.) as follows. Here W
is tbe Markov piece for the renonnalization Q (see Remarks above). Denote A(W)
the set of domains U S.t. fi : U ~ W is one-to-one, for some i = iu, and s.t. U is
contained in W. Then

area[UUEA(W) U] + area[E]
p(W) - ---.....:.....-:......----

- area[W] ,

where E is the Julia set of the renormalization Q. Then p(W) is some nUlnber
between 0 and 1. In the following statement A(Q) denotes the annulus for Q
constructed befor Theoreln 1.1.

Theorem 1.2. There exists a positive function D(p, 1n) as follows. Assume tllat for
same sequence of the renormalizations Qi of fand for the corresponding sequences
of the annuli Ai = A(Qd and the Markov pieces W i we have: infi m(Ai ) = mo > 0
and

d(Qd < D(p(Wd,mo).

Then d(Qd = 0, that is the ray Rf: lands at tlle polynomial f.
Remark. In what follows we dou't really use that the polynomial is quaclratic

except for the section 3, where the Yoccoz theorem on loeal connectivity of the
Mandelbrot set is cliscussed. All other results of the present paper hold for the
maps of the form z t-+ Zl + c with locally connected Julia set.

2. CONSTRUCTION OF DISCONNECTED JULIA SETS. FROM A CONNECTED ONE

Let us fix a quadratic-like mapping P : U ~ V with connected Julia set J(P).
'Ve assume that U \ J(P) is also connected (i.e. the Fatou set is elnpty). Assunle
also that the critical value v of P is accessible from the domain D = U \ J(P) (it
is not a principal assumption: one can avoid it). Fix a point Zo E D and let L be a
loca11y rectifible are in D, which starts at Zo and converges to v and such that a11
preimages of L under the iterates of P are pairwise disjoint (see Remark 2.1). We
consider L as a sen1i~open arc: it includes Zo but does not include v. Denote ~ the
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collection of the preimages of L under all iterates of P. Every arc I in ~ consists of
two semi-open ones which converge to a comnlon preimage z of the critical value v
(we will say that I crosses J(P) at z). Let now E be a closed connected subset of
J(P) such that the preiInages of v are dense in E (example: E = J(P)). Denote
~E a subset of ~ consisting of arcs that cross E. Given Riemann surface V \ E
with the standard complex structure, we construct a new Riemann surface SE as
follows. Let us cut V \ E along an arc l E ~E, and ielentify pairs of points x, y
on different sides of the cut according to the rule: first, a=pi(x) = pi(y) E L, for
some i > 0; second, if X is a neighborhood of the point a devided by L on two
semi-neighborhoods XI, X 2 , then x E 8P-i (Xd and y E 8P-i (X2 ). Making this
procedure with all arcs I E ~, we obtain the Rieulann surface SE, which inherits a
complex structure from V \ E. SE is a planar Riemann sur/ace since every closed
loop on it separates it. By Unifonnization Theorem, we can consider SE as a .
domain in C with the standard eomplex structure. Let 11 : V \ (E U~E) ---t SE be
the projection. It is a eonfonnal isomorphisnl on its image SE' The eomplement
}SE = SE \ SE consists of open ares corresponding to the cuts from ~E' Denote E
the union of the bounded cOlnponents of the eomplement C \ SE' ApriorI' it is a
union of points and dises. Note also that P induces a holoIllorphic map P on the
part SE of SE. In the sequel the campact E is a Julia set 0/ a quadratic-like map
(renormalization) Q = pn : U' ---t V', V' C V. Then a proof from [McM] shows that
~ has absolute measure zero (in particular, each component of E is a point), that is
E is removable for the holomorphic maps outside this compact. Consider now the
lnap Q = pn. It is holomorphic in I1(U' \ (E U~E))' Since E is invariant under
Q, the map Q extends to a conti::uous map ~l I1(U' \ E), and, hence, holomorphie
there. Then, by removability of E, the map Q is in fact holomorphic in the domain
iJl which is I1(U' \ E) united w~th E., Thus Qis a quadratic-like mapping on iJl
with the disconnected Julia set E.

Lemma 2.1. Let R l , R 2 be curves in V \ (E U~E) such that they converge to the
same point x oE E. Then the curves I1(Rt} , rr(R2 ) converge to the sanle point x oE

E.

Proof. The limit set of each curve rr(~) is a point Xi of E since it is connecte~

and it belongs to the disconnected set E. It is weH known that each point z E E
is defined by a sequence Ej of 0,1 as follows. Let '"'I be a loop around E containing
the critical value of Q, and '"'10 be its preimage. It is "eight" -curve whieh surrounds
two dises. Then 0 is the sign of one disc, and 1 is the sign of other one. Now Ej is
the sign of the disc containing Qi (z). Finally, the either point Xi l i = 1, 2 has the
same sequence because rr conjugates Q and Qoutside E U~E (note that the curve
Qj (~) again does not intersect E U~E and it lands at Qj (x) ).

The map Q (lnore exactly, a class of confornlally conjugated maps) depends on
the point Zo but does not depend on the initial arc L. Indeed, let Ll.--be other are
in V \ J(P) joining Zo and v. Using the fact that rr conjugates Q anel Q far from E,
it is easy to see (extending th~conjugacy rr deeper and deeper from a fundamental
ann~lus) that then the lnap Ql corresponding to !:'l is hololnorphieally conjugate
to Q in its dOlnain of definition. Thus the map Q depends only on the point zoo
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We will call Q_by M-deformation of the renormalization Q of P. If we choose
Q = P, then P is called M-deformation of the quadratic-like mapping P

At the same time, the set of arcs EE (in the plane of Q) as weH as the set of
their projections ~(EE) (in the plane of Q) play an important role since they relate
the n1aps Q and Q.

I/ P is just a quadratie polynomial, then II extends to a holomorphie map at
infinity. In this case we always normalize II by the eondition II'(00) = 1.

Here is an analoge of MLC conjecture in this fralnework. Let E = J(P), and
Q=P.

Is it true that P --+ P as Zo --+ v inside 0/ V \ J(P)?

(Observe that the set of quadratic-like n1aps P (with an appropriate normal
ization) corresponding to Zo --+ v is compact, and apriori every limit map is a
quadratic-like map with a connected Julia set.)

It is the analoge of the MLC conjecture for the Mandelbrot set M. ReaHy, let
P = fco be a qu~dratic polynomial, U = {z : uco(z) < 1}, V = {z : uco(z) < 2},
E = Jco ' Then P is a quadratic polynomial fc with disconnected Julia set such
that

In this case TI = B;l 0 B co , and MLC conjecture says that TI --+id as Zo --+ Co.

Moreover, the question above is eq1Livalent to the MLC conjecture itself: if f is a
unique quadratic polynomial quasi-conformally conjugated to P (by the Streight-
ening Theorem [DHpol-ID, then P --+ P Hf the map w --+ Cw is continuous at the
corresponding point. The pr0..5'f is as follows. Let h be the quasi-conforn1al con
jugacy between f and P. If f is a quadratic polynolnial with disconnected Julia
set const~cted ~om the fand the curve h(L), then the quasi-confonnal distanc~

between P and f stays bou'::.ded from above as Zo --+ v. Hence, any limit map for P
and the corresponding for f are quasi-conformally conjugate. Since they are with
connected Julia sets, this proves the statement (we use the fact frOll1 [DHpol-l],
that if JCI and JC2 are quasi-conformally conjugate, and Cl E 8M, thell Cl = C2)'

Remark 2.1. Given a quadratic-like map P : U --+ V with connected and
locally connected Julia set J(P), and given an access to the critical value v fron1
the don1ain D = V \ J(P), let us find an arc L, which converges to v from D,
homotopic in D to the access, and such that the preimages of L under the iterates
are pairwise disjoint. Take a fundamental annulus Ao for P such that its boundary
consists of two Jordan curves. Let A~ be a standard (round) annulus which is
confonnally equivalent to Ao. Let {R} be the set of curves in Ao corresponding
to the set of intervals in Aüorthogonal to the faluily of cOllcentric circles in Aü'
Then the union of a11 prein1ages of the set {R} under the iterates of P is a set of
rays (ca11 it again {R}) filled-in the dOluain D. Every ray from {R} lands. This
is because of the expanding property of the externa(01ap of P [DHpol-l] and the
local connectivity of J(P). Moreover, to each access to v there corresponds a curve
from {R} as needed.
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In the case of quadratic polynonüal the role of the curves {R} plays usually
the curves crossing every equipotential {z : u(z) = const} at an angle r E (0,11")
(so-called r-rays). The use of T-external rays instead of usual 1T /2-rays is Inostly
the matter of a taste. An equivalent (maybe less geometrical) way is given by
Branner-Hubbard's twists [BH], which are extremal Inaps in a component of the
quasiconformal deformations of the polynolnial fc. In fact, they transform orthog
onal rays to T-rays. In the sequel, whenever we speak about accessibility, usually
we use orthogonal, or 1T /2-rays. But -if we want to prove continuity of the map
W ~ Cw, we need the r-rays (01' sOInething ,like thenl).

3. ON FINITELY RENORMALIZABLE QUADRATIC POLYNOMIALS

Let labe a finitely renormalizable quadratic polynomial without attraeting and
indifferent periodic points. Yoceoz has proved the following two fundanlental results
studying his puzzle [H],[M],[Y]. .

Theorem Yl. Ja is locally connected.

Theorem Y2. M is locally connected at the point a E M.

To demonstrate some of ideas of the paper \ve prove here Theorem 3.1 which
is apart of the Yoccoz's result (see [Rn. We indicate a c0111parably easy proof
of Theorem 3.1 (cf. [Hn making use the theory of .the Yoceoz's puzzle and the
following

Theorem. (J. Kahn) Tbe J ulia set Ja of the fini tely renormalizable polynomial la
is removable for the homeomorpbislnS holomorphic outside of Ja'

For simplicity we assume that lais not renormalizable at all (01' not simple
renormalizable [McM]).

Theorem 3.1. (see [H] for proof) Let ta be an exten~alargument oE a E Ja' Then
ta is an external argument oE a E M and Cw ~ a as W ~ W a = exp(21Tito).

Fraof. Let Wk ~ W a and Ck = CWk ~ b. We have to prove b = a.
There is a unique angle Tk, such that the are lk starting at Wk, crossing circles

Iwi = const at the angle Tk and containing in the disc {w : Iw - wal ~ IWk - wa},
converges to W a . Let Zk = B;I(Wk), Lk = B;l(lk), and ~k be the set of all
preimages of L k of all orders. We form the Yoccoz's pazzle as usual using the
orthogonal external rays to a-fixed point of la' Let {f}d be the set of all (closed)
pieces of a fixed depth d. Then, for all k big enough, the ares in ~k and the
boundaries of the pieces of depth d are disjoint. For given piece P of depth d and
for such k we define PC/e as a closed domain with the boundary B~l 0 Ba(ßP). As
k ~ 00, then PCII tends to pb, a piece of Ib. Indeed, define also

and
II = B"b l

0 Ba

on Da = C \ Ja' From the conditioll, I1k ~ II on every cOlnpact in Da. Moreover,
it is easy to see that the convergence extends to the set U~O f;;i(a). It follows,
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PCk --+ pb. Given nested sequeuce of pieces Pi of la, there is a sequence 'i(k) of
indexes such that the pieces Ptk, i = 1, ... , i (k), of JCk are defined, and i (k) --+ 00

together with k.
Our aim is to prove that the conjugacy II extends to a homeomorphism Ja onto

Jb . It is weil defined also on the preimages of the fixed point a of la' On the rest
of Ja we want to define II on Ja as follows. Given Zo E Ja and a sequence of pieces

Pi(zo) shrinking to zo, we want to show that the compaet Pi(~) = n~~i prk tends
to a point, if k --+ 00. It will be II(zo).

Let A = P' \ pli be an annulus given by the puzzle of Ja, and ACk, Ab the
eorresponding annuli of ICk' la' Note that la : A --+ I(A) is an unbranged eovering
if and only if the salue is true for ICk : ACIe --+ ICk (AC/I), for given A and all big
k. The reason that the pieees Pi(~) of JCI. ( eorresponding to Zo E Ja ) shrink to
a point is the same as for the usual pieces for Ja: starting fr0 111 a non-generated
annulus we find many "good" deseendents of it. Details follow(ef [MD:

I. The orbit of Zo is not aeeuululated by zero. Then it does not hit a thickened
puzzle pieee PN (0). We eonstruet the thickened puzzle pieces of depth N - 1 for the
maps fct.: ( k big) and repeating arguments frOlll [M], we get that diamP~+h < >..hC,
for some fixed >.. < 1 and C > 0 and k > k(h). But P7/+h --+ pt+h', k --+ 00.

11. The eritieal point is recurrent for la. Then th~re is a non-generate annulus
Am(O) and a seqllenee af eritical annuli A ij such that J~' : A il --+ Am is unbranged
of degree dl so that

If k --+ 00, then A~ tends to a non-generate annulus A~ of Ib. Consider a summand
modAil in the above sumo Then for k --+ 00 the modA~t tends to 2-dl modA~. It
ilnplies Pi(~) (0) --+ {O} in this case. Let now Zo be a point of Ja with the orbit

aecumulated at zero. Thell there are infinitely lnany different annuli An+d(zo)
which are conformally isomorphie to Ad(O). Passing ta ICk we obtain the saUle for
given n, d and all big k: modA~~d (zo) = modA~1e (0) . Again Pi(~) (zo) tends to a
point. If the orbit of Zo stays away from 0, this is the previous ease.

111. The eritical orbit is not reeurrent and orbit of Zo aeeumulates at zero. Then
again we ean repeat argu111ent from [MJ and obtain arbitrary lnany (as k --+ 00)

dynamically defined annuli A~1e (zo) with moduli bounded away froln zero.
Thus we have defined II : Ja ~ Jb . The map II is "anto" because the union of

the pieees of a clepth d coveres the Julia set. It is injeetive beeause given x =/:. y from
Ja we separate them by two pieces P and P and then PCk and PCk will separate
II(x) and II(y) for big k. Let us show the eontinuity of II. It is eonvenient to pass .
to an open covering by (new) pieees P* uniting some of P (see [MD. Let Xi --+ x,
where x E Ja. If Xi E P;(X), then II(xd E P;Ck (X) k big.

Thus we have constructed a h0l1leOlllOrphis11l II which conjllgates Ja and fb and
holomorphic outside the Jlllia sets. To complete the proof we apply the Theorem
by I<ahn stated above.

4. M-STABLE POLYNOMIALS

In this section we consider a quadratic polynomial I = Jc .. l such that:
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{4.1} the Julia set J of 1 is connected and locally connected,
(4.2) f hf!'s no attracting and indifferent periodic orbits.
Let B = Be.. ,U = U e.. ' Let to be an external argument of the critical value

c. = 1(0), that is B-l(exp(2trito)) = 1(0). Let Vo be a small semi-neighborhood of
exp(2trito), alld Uo be the image under B- 1 of Vo. A given point Zo from Uo,there
exists a unique angle T(ZO) such that an are L = L(zo) thai crosses equipotentials at
the constant angle T(ZO) and is contained in the domain Uo eonverges to 1(0). Let
~(zo), or just ~, be a collection of the prehnages of L under f of all orders n > O.
The arcs in E are pairwise disjoint. Fix a domain n = {z : u( z) < I} and define
a new Riemann surface 8 = 8(zo) as in section 2. We cut 0 along every arc from
E, and, on either side of the cut, we identify pairs of points with the same value of
the Green function u. If we exclude the Julia set J from the n, cut alollg the arcs
in E and identify points as above, we obtain the Riemann surface 8, which inherits
a complex structure 0"0 from n.

Let rr :0 \ (J UE) ---+ S be the projection. It is a bijection on its image S': The
cOlnplement ~' = S \ S' consists of open ares corresponding to the cuts from E.

Definition 4.1. Given round annulus C = {z : rl < Iz - al < r2} in n, defille
a quantity m(C, zo) as follows. The llumber m(C, zo) is tlle extremallength of a
family of curves r(c, zo) = {1'} on the surface S such that: (a) l' and the curves
from E' have no conlmon arcs (but, of cause, can cross each other), and (b) iE x is
an end of 1', then either x E Il(BC), or x belangs to a curve from E', such that tbis
curve ineets TI(8C). We call the polyn01l1ial f by M -stable on the access io, if
there exists a positive 8 such that, for each round Rnllulus C of the nlodulus not
big and not small (say, between 1/2 and 2),

liminfm(C,zo) > 8,

as Zo ---+ 1(0) inside Uo·
We say that 1 is M-stable on its external ray of argument to, if

lim inf m(C, zo) > 6, as Zo ---+ f (0) along the external ray of1 of the argumen t to.

Remark 4.1. One can define also the M-stability 'of f on a sequence of points
{Zn}~=l' which tends to Zo inside the access io (that" is the sequenee B(zn) tends
to the point exp (21ri io) of the unit circle). Then all statements on the M -stability
can be obviously adapted to this notion.

Definition 4.2. To every point Zo E Uo we correspond a unique c = c(zo) according
to t}le rule:

W e = B(zo).

(Cf. the end of Sect. 2.)

Set Oe = {z : ue(z) < I}, and Se = Oe \ Je'

Proposition 4.1. The Riemann surface Se is conformally equivalent to the 8(zo).

Proof. (In fact, we have proved it already in Seet. 2.) With the slope T(ZO) chosen
above, we cut the basin of infinity of fe along the curves that start at 0 or at any
its preimage and cross the equipotentials U e = const at the angle T(ZO), We get a
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dOlnain Ae,-r(zo)' Then we extend the Botteher funetion Be of le from infinity to a
univalent funetion B~ in Ac,-r(zo)' Ey the eonstruetion, the map

is well-defined and agrees with the dynamies. Therefore, it extends to an isomor
phism between S(zo) and Sc.

Remark 4.2. We have seen that the Riemann surface S(zo) is isomorphie to
( apart of ) the basin of infinity for a polynomial outside the set M. So the M
stability aetuaIly teIls UB about moduli of annuli for polynolnials outside M and,
on the other hand, allows us to use the dynamics of the only map 1 to check the
eondition (see sections 5·6) .

The next important statenlent explains why the Julia set J is not ineluded in
the definition of S(zo).

Proposition 4.2. Let Ce be any annulus in Oe' Then the nlodulus of Ce equals to
tbe extrenlal length of the fanlily of curves, whic11 join the boundary components
of Ce and avoid the Julia set Je.

Praaf. The Julia set Je has absolute mesaure zero [McM], and such sets are remov
able for extrenlallengths [AB].

The first applieation of the M -stability gives the

Proposition 4.3. Let R(e(zo)) be the r(zo)-ray oE Ic(zo)' which passes via its
critical value c(zo), and let l(zo) be an are oE the R(c(zo)) between c(zo) and the
Julia set. JE 1 is M -stable, then the Euclidean diameter of l(zo) tends to zero as Zo
tends to 1(0) inside Uo.

Praaf. Let C(zo) be the annulus Oe(zo) \ l(zo). The domains nc have geometry
uniformaly bounded on e in a neighborhood of M. Hence, it is enough to prove
that the modulus of C(zo) tends to infinity as Zo tends to 1(0). If Zo is elose to
1(0), we find a large integer n as follows. There exist n pairwise disjoint closed
round annuli Cl, ... , Cn, eaeh of modulus 1, such that: Cl encloses L(zo) and an,
and eaeh next Ci enc10ses the preeeeding oue and an. If Zo is elose enough to 1(0),
then 1n(Ci , zo) > 8, i = 1, ... , n. Now, let us eonsider any eurve I, which joins l(zo)
and ane(zo)' It contains n pairwise disjoint ares 11, ... , In, where li is a curve of the
fa:r;nily r(Ci , zo) eOluing from the definition of M-stability. If we take iuto account
Proposition 4.2, we get luodulus of C(zo) is greater .than no, Le. tends to 00 as
Zo --+ 1(0).

We will see that M -stability is equivalent to eontinuity of the luap W 1---+ Cw on
the unit circle provided the Julia set of polynomial is loeally conllected. We start
with the followiIlg

Proposition 4.4. Assurne that the map w 1---+ Cw is continuous at a point Wo, and
Cwo = a E aM. Assurne the polynomial la has no indifferent periodic points alld
obey tbe property:
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for every c > 0, there exists a finite nl1mber of domains PI, ... , Pn , such that
(a)Euclidean diameters of a11 Pi, diam(Pi ) < c, (b)8Pi eonsists of ares of equipo
tentials, external rays, and finitely many periodie points of Ja or their preimages,
(e)among the points Pi nJa tbere are DO zero and its preimages.

Then fa is M -stable.

Proof. Fix a round annullis C of modulus m E [!' 2]. Choose c so small that the
nlodulus 7n' of nlore narrow annulus C', which is 2 x e-neighborhood of C, is almost
the same: m' Im > 1/2. Given c, find the domains Pi from the eondition of the
proposition. Observe that the eondition (e) yields that for a11 Zo so that Ba (zo) is
elose enough to Wo, the set of ares ~(zo) is disjoint with the boundaries of ail Pi.
Denote PI, ... , Pm those of Pi that int"ersect BC, and forget about others. Let now
W be elose to Wo, Zo = B;l(w), anel e = Cw. By the.condition, c ~ a as W~ Wo.
Then (l)IIC = B-;l oBa tends to the identity uniformelyon every eonlpaet subset of
Da = C\Ja, and (2)dolnain pr with the boundary IIC (8Pd is weil defined and tends
to Pi as W -+ Wo. Choose w so elose to Wo that (l)every Pt is in' e-neighborhood of
Pi, (2)IIC(BC \ U::l Pd stays in e-neighborhood of BC. After this, if, is a eurve
of the falnily r(C, zn), then it joins at least the opposite sieles of the annulus C',
and we are done.

It follows froln the above proposition, Theorem 3.1, and Theorenl YI (Sect. 3)

Corollary 4.1. The finitely renonnalizable quadratie polynolnials withol1t attract
ing and indifferent periodie points are M -stable.

To prove the main result of this section, we need

Lemma 4.1. Let, f be as above, i.e. its Jl1lia set J is eonneeted and loca11y
connected, and f has no attraeting and indifferent periodie orbits. Then "lor every
€ > °there is a neighborhood P€ of tbe zero such that diam(P€) < €, and Bp€
eonsists of finitely many ares of equipotentials, ares of external rays, and periodie
points of fand their preimages.

Proof. Assume f is infinitely renonnalizable, otherwise this follows from the Yoc
coz's puzzle (see [MD. By [M], one cau assume also "that the critical point zero is
recÜrrent. By [McM], there exists a sequence of renormalizations fn i : Vi -+ Vi,
where Vi C Vi are neighborhoods of zero, such that the slna11 Julia sets Ei of these
renormalizations are ordered by indusion: E i+1 C Ei. Note that 0 E Ei and the
sequence (Ed of the sets contains a sequence of iterates of zero that tends to zero
(otherwise zero would not be a recurrent point). Since all Ei are connected and
J is locally eonnected, diam(Ed -+ 0 as i -+ 00. Now it is easy to end the proof
using" the Yoccoz's puzzles.

Theorem 4.1. Let f = fe .. be M -stable on its external ray of argument to. Then
c. is aceessible from C \ M and has external argument to, i.e. Cw -? c* as r ~ 1,
wbere w = r exp(2'iTto). JE, moreover, f is M -stable on the aceess to, tllen Cw is
continuous at exp(2'iTto).

Proof. We will prove only the first statement. Let Wk -+ exp(21Tto) along the ray
and Ck = Cw lt ~ b. We have to prove b = c*. We will construct a quasi-confornlal
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conjugacy H between the given 1nap fand the fb. Let c be Ck, or c•. If C = Ck, we
denote J; the Julia set Jc eompleted by the ares of 7r /2-external rays via the eritieal
point and its preimages (see Remark 2.1). For two points x, y in the dyna1nical
plane of fc, defiue dc(x, y) as Euelidean diameter of the foUowing are [x, y]c joining
x and y. If X, y are in the Julia set, or in the eompleted Julia set, then [x, y] is
the unique are j oining x, y inside this set. If x and (or) y are outside of the set,
then we add to the above are the ares of 7r /2-external rays fr01n the points to the
J ulia set (external rays are defined weil sinee to is not periodic under the doubling
(1). Given a point x outside the Julia set J of f, we define Hk(X) = B~1 0 B(x)
whenever this expressIon makes sense, i.e. for all x not in the set of ares E(z ), with
z = B- 1

0 Bq, (Ck)' Particularly, Hk(x) is weH defined for fixed x and aH big k. As
ek -+ b, we have: Hk(x) ~ H(x) = B'b 1

0 B(x). Now, given x E J preimage of
zero under an iterate of f, and giyen Ck, we define Hk (x) as the are in J;1e in the
construetion of M-deformation fCk of f· Using our assumption fCIe -+ Ib and the
Proposition 4.3, we conelude that for every x preinu\ge of 0, the are Hk(x) tends
to a point (as k -+ '(0), whieh will 1:>e H(x). Given Ck, define Hk(x) for any other
point x E J, i.e. for x not apreimage of zero. By Lemma 2.1, all1r /2-external rays
converging to x, still land at oue point after the M -deformation of I to ICIe' This
point is said to be Hk(x).

Let x, y be two points on which Hk have been already defined.
Claim 1. There exist eonstants C > 0, v > 0 such that, for any two points x, y

as above and for any k big enough,

Proof 01 the Claim 1. Certainly, we use M -stability of Jc.' Let A k be the annulus
OCII \ [Hk(x),Hk(Y)]ck' and A be the annulus 0c. \ [x,y]c.' Like in the proof of
Proposition 4.3, we derive that the modulus of Ak is greater than 01 x the modulus
of A, where 01 depends only on Jc. and on the 0 from.the definition of M-stability.
This relation between moduli implies the statement. '

Using Claim 1, it is easy to check that the sequenee Hk(x) is a Cauchy sequenee.
Its limit is said to be H(x). Given x, Y, we get:.

So, H is eontinuous. Since H(J) = Jb, the Julia set Jb is loeally eonnected too.
The maps fand Jb have the saUle M -defonnations· fCk' It allows us to define
H- 1 : Jb -+ J. Thus, H : C -+ C is a homeomorphism conjugated I anel Jb. It
remains to show that H is quasi-eonfonnal. For this, it is enough if H does not
change the moduli of the all round annuli too much. To prove it, let us again
use M-stability of f (cf. proof of Proposition 4.4). Fix a round annulus C in
the dynamical plane of I of 1nodulus m E [1/2,2]. Choose c > 0 so small that the
nlodulus m' of more narrow annulus C', which is 2 x c-neighborhood of C, is ahnost
the same: rn' /m > 1/2. Given c, one ean find € > 0 with the property that for the
domain pf. from Lemma 4.1 we will have: SUPi>O diam(f-i(p€)) < c (we use local
connectivity of J and Caratheodory theorem). -Observe that the eondition on the
boundary of P€ yields that for all Zo so that B(zo) is elose enough to exp(21rto),
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the set of arcs ~(zo) is disjoint with the boundaries of an I-i(pf.). Especially, Hk
are defined on f-i(pc) for an i ~ 0 and an k.

Let C~ be a llew annulus obtained by joining with BC those preimages of pf:
that intersect BC. Then H(Cf:) is an annulus in the dynanucal plane of jb' alld its
modulus tends to the nl0dulus of the annulus H(C) as e ---? O. Now let us look at
the annulus Hk (Cf:), when k is big. On the one hand, its modulus is not less than a
definite part of m (the Inodulus of C), just by A1-stability of f. On the other hand,
its modulus tends to the modulus of H(Cf:) as k ~ 00. Let us prove it. If it is not
the case, then there is a sequence Xj of points on boundaries of some j-i(p€), and
a sequence of indexes kj , such that xj tends to y but Hk j (x j) - H k j (y) does not
tend to zero as j ---? 00. It is impossible by the fonowing reason. If Xj is elose to
y, we find many round annuli around (Xj, y]c .. like in the proof of Proposition 4.3,
and then, by M-stability, the modulus of the annulus ne,... \ [Hkj (Xj), Hkj (Y)]Ck' is

J J

as big as we wish, when j ---? 00.

5. A SUFFICIENT CONDITION FOR M -STABILITY

We fix a quadratic polynolnial I without attracting and indifferent periodic orbit,'
and with connected locally connected Julia set. Let W be a neighborhood of zero
of I with Markov property: if i, j are positive integers, then the conlponents of
I-i (W) and f - j (W) are either disjoint , or oue coveres other. We call W critical
piece for f. An example of W is a critical Yoccoz's piece.

We assume that the following couditions are fulfilled:
(5.1) Let Zo belong to an aeeess to j(O) (see Definition of M-stability). If Zo is

elose to 1(0), then the set of ares ~(zo) and the boundary aw are disjoint.
According to this condition, we ean eonsider the part W(zo) = II(W) of the

Rienlann surface S (zo) .
(5.2) There exists a !(-quasi-eonformal mapping <Pw of W (zo) auto W· such that

<pw = n-I on aW(zo). .
Accordind to this eondition, the map H w = <pw on is ](-quasi-eonfornlal where

it is defined, and H w law =id.

Theorem 5.1. Assurne there exists a sequence W n of the critical pieces for f such
that every W n satisfies (5.1)-(5.2) and, lnoreover,

(A) sUPn !(n < 00,

where ](n is the maxiInal dilatation oE <Pwn , alld
(B) diam(Wn ) ~ 0 as n ~ 00.

Tl1em f is M -stable.

Praaf. For each W n and eaeh Zo elose enough to 1(0) (so that (5.1)-(5.2) hold) we
define a eonformal metric CTn (z )Idz I on the set S (zo) \ (J U~ (zo)) as follows.

1. If Ij(z) (j. Wn for an j = 0,1,2, ... we let CTn(Z) = 1 (Euc1idean metric).
2. If z E Wn , then O"n(z) = I(Hwn)~(z) + (HWn)~(z)1 a.e.
3. Let Ij(z) E Wn and fi(z) tj Wn for 0 ::; i ::; j :- 1. Then there is a dOluain

U such that Ij : U ---? Wn is Olle-to-one. We define Hu = I-i 0 H Wn 0 jj and
O"n(z) = I(Hu)~(z) + (Hu)~(z)l·l

1 Here and in the next seetion we apply an idea of spreading ametrie to a domain according
to scales. I learned it from J.-C. Yoccos l who 'used this idea in other situation.
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Given a round annulus C of radii Tl, T2 with the modulus 2~ log ~ E (1/2,2)
and using condition (B) of the theorem, we fix € slnall enough and n large enough
so that if A(Wn ) is the set of all preimages f-i(Wn ), then

"diam(U) < €,

for every U E A(Wn ). (We use that the Julia set is locally connected.) It is easy to
check that then for an" Zo elose enough to 1(0) and for the metric an the a?O-length
of any S-curve in C is bounded froln below by T2 - rl - 2€ while O"n-area is bounded
from above by !(.[(r2 + €)2 - (rl - €)2], where K. = sup K n < 00.

We derive from this statement and from Lelnma 4.1

Theorem 5.2. Let f = fe. don 't have an attracting and indifferent periodic point,
and its Julia set be locally connected. JE the map w ~ Cw is continuous at a point
w. = exp(21rita) and Cw. = C., then ta is an external argument oE the critical value
oE f, and f is M -s table on the access to. JE Cw has only radial limite., then f is
M -stable on the external ray oE argument ta.

Proof. First, we show that ta is also an external ar~ment of c. in the dynamical
plane of f •. Take a positive sequence €n ~ 0, and choose the sequence of neighbor
hoods Pn = p€n of zero from the Lemma 4.1. Fix n. If w is elose to w., then by
the condition, c = Cw is elose to C., and Pn is transforuled to a neighborhood p~ of
c. Hence, the external ray of f* at the argulnent to crosses 8Pn. Since Pn shrink
to ·c., we are done. Second, we set vVn = Pn and use the Theorem 5.1.

6. ON M-STABILITY OF INFINITELY

RENORMALIZABLE REAL QUADRATIC POLYNOMIALS

Fix areal infinitely renonnalizable quadratic polynomial f = feQ' It has the
locally connected Julia set [LSvS]. Consider a renormalization Q = fm : Ua ~ \/0 ,

where the domain Ua contains the critical point zero. Let E = n:=o Q-n(u)
the Julia set of the renormalization, and denote Ji = fi(E), i = 1,2, ... , m, where
Jm = E. Let R(ca) be an orthogonal external ray of argument to to the critical
value Co = 1(0). Let Zo E R(co) and L be apart of R(co) between Zo and Co.

Let us cons~der the M-deformation Qof the renorm"alization Q of f (se:.- Sect. 2).
As we know, Q is a quadratic-like mapping with a disconnected Julia set E, and the
natural holomorphic projection II : C\ (E UbE) -t C\ (E U}5E) is defined (remind
:E E is the set of those preinlages of L under the iterates of f that intersect the small
Julia set E, otherwords, LE coincides with U~=l Q-n(f-l(L))). Moreover,

lloQ=Qoll

whenever both hand-sides are defined.
We want to find a simply-connected lleighborhood W of zero which obey the

following properties:
(Wl) W is a critical piece for I: if i, j are positive integers, then components of

l-i(W) and I-i (W) are either disjoint, or one coveres other.
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(W2) W contains the small Julia set E. There is a bigger dOlnain W' such that
the annulus W' \ W has a positive lnodulus m(W' \ W) > 0 and W' nUi>O fi(O) =

w' nUi2::0 fmi(O). -

(W3) If a 1r/2-ray R(fi (0)) to the iteration of the eritical point fi (0) illterseets
W then fi(O) E Wand R(fi(O)) nW is connected.

(W4) The boundary aw does not interseet the ares
l E ~E Uf(~E)'" Ufm-I(~E)'

(W5) aw and E have at most finitely many.-.:.ommon points. By Lelnma2.1,
II(aW) is a simple closed eurve. We denote by W a bounded domain with aw =
TI(aW). We assume there exists a !(-quasiconformal Slnooth map <p : W ----? W
suth that <p = n-l on the boundary. Let us extencl <p to C \ W by n-l.

Definition 6.1. A(W) is the set of components of f- j (W), j = 1,2, "'ll which
lie in Wand for which there is an index i = iu such that fi : U --t W is an
isomorphism. By the condition (W1), given Uo E A(W) there exists a maxhnal
finite chain of domains Uj E A(W),j = 1, ... ,I such that Uo c Ul C U2 ••• C UI • We
call I + 1 the level of Uo and the ehain {Uj };=o is associated to Uo.

Lemma 6.1.
1. Let U E A(W). Tllen au nLE = 0. Moreover, U nLE = 0.
11. Let U E A(W) be oElevel k. IE V i- U is a dOlnain Erom the cbaill associated to

U, thell au nf-iv (EE) = 0, where the branch f-iv correspollds to fi v : V ----? W.
Moreover, U nf-iv (LE) = 0.

Froof. 1. Assurne some 1 E LE intersects au. We have two indexes: i = iu and j
such that fj+l(l) = L o.

1. i > j. Then W intersects the ray R(fi-j (0)) and, by condition (W3), 0 E

fj (U). A contradiction.
2. i < j. Then aw intersects fi(I). This is a contradiction with the condition

(W4) since the latter are belongs to LE U f(EE)'" U fm-l(LE).
3. i = j. This again contradicts to (W4).
Then assume that I belangs to U. Since I intersects the small Julia set E, we

obtain that in fact U = Q-n(w) for some n > O. Now by conditions (W1)-(W2)
the map fmn : U ----? W is of degree two. It contradicts to the definition of U.

Part 11 is proved by induction on the level k. '

Definition of the metric 0".

We set h = <poTI. It is a continuous map of W\(EU LE) iilto W so that hlaw =
id.

We define a map H from vV \ (E UEE) into W as follows. If x E W \ (E U~E)

does not He in any U E A(W), then H(x) = h(x). Otherwise x belongs to a
finite maximal chain of domains {Uj lj=o of A(W), Uo C U1 ••• C Uk • Let ij = i Uj

denote the corresponding indexes, ik < ik-l < ... < i o, that is for same branch
/-ij : W --t Uj is an isoolorphism. We define

k

H = h 0 rr (f-i j 0 h 0 fij) = h 0 (f-i k 0 h 0 fi k ) 0 ... 0 (f-i O 0 h 0 fi O ).

j=O
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Now we will define the metric er(z), where z is a point outside of the Julia set J
of the polynomial fand outside of the set of ares E (Remind that E is the eolleetion
of the preimages of L o under all iterates of f.)

If fi(z) f/. W for all j = 0,1,2, ... we let a(z) = 1 (Euclidean nletrie).
If z E W, then a(z)ldzl = IdH(z)l, so that er(z) = I(H)~(z) + (H)~(z)l.

Let fi (z) E Wand fi(z) f/. W for 0 ~ i ::; j - 1. Then there is a domain
U such that fi : U ---;. W is oue-to-one. We define H u = I-i 0 H 0 fi and
a (z) = 1(Hu )~ (z) + (Hu )~( z )I·

Properties 01 the map Hand the metne a.
1. H(z) = z if z E aw.
2. H(z) is eontinuous if z E W \ (E UJ).
3. If / is a S-curve in W which has only two eommon points XI, X2 with the

boundary of W, then H (f) is a usual curve in W joining Xl and X2.

4. Denote W(l) the union of the points of domains U E ß(W) of the level
l = 1,2, ... , W(O) = W \ W{1). Then the a-area of W,

Indeed, if z E W(l) then H is ](I+l_quasiconfornlal, and

Notation 6.1:
00

A'(W) = L ](l+larea [H(W(l))).
1=0

5. There exists a positive deereasing funetion C = C(m), C ---;. 1 as m, ---;. 00, as
follows. If fi : U ---;. W is one-to-one, then

A(U) = j (0"(z))2dxdy :s: C AI(~) area(U),
u area

where C = C(1n(W' \ W)) (see property (W2) of the definition of the domain W).
Proof. Set C = fi. Then C- 1 extends to a univalent Inap in W'. By I\:oebe dis

tortion theorem, there is a function C as above such that I(C-1)'(x)/(C-1),(y)1 2 :s;
C(m(W' \ W)), for all x, y E W. Note that that quasieonformal dilatations of
Hu = C- 1

0 HoC at z and H at C(z) are equal. Then

00

A(U) :s; L ](l+larea[C-l(H(W(l)))],
l=O

where
area[C- 1(H(W(I)) ))/area[U] :s; Carea[H(W(I))]/area[W].
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Theorem 6.1. Given the infillitely rellormalizable polynolnial f with locally con
nected Julia set, assume the existence of a sequence of domaills W n with the prop
erties (Wl)-(W5) such that diamWn ----t 0 as n ----t 00 and

A'(Wn )
supCn [W ] < 00,area n

where Cn = C (m (W~ \ Wn ) ) . Then f is M -stable Oll the external ray of the
argulnent ta.

Proof follows the aue of Theorem 5.1.

7. CONSTRUCTION OF THE MARKOV PIECE W FOR REAL POLYNOMIALS

Let us renlind notations from the end of Sect. 1.
Q = fm is a fixed renormalization of areal infinitely renormalizable f, E

is its Julia set, Ji = fi(E), i = 1,2, ... , m - 1 are the other "small" Julia sets
of the renormalization. The interval I", = [Q(O), Q2(0)] (up to the order), and
F = f-(m-1) is a branch homeomorphic on 1* ar:..d passing through ali intervals
f i (I.), i = 1,2, ... , m - 1 of the renonnalization, I ~ I. is the nlaximal interval
such that the branch F : 1 ----t lR is still injective. Denote 0 = {z : u(z) < 1} and
n= ((C \ IR) U1) no. Then F extends to a univalent function in n. We let

-1 -V. = f 0 F(O).

Note that Q : V. ----t 0 is a quadratic-like Inapping. We let

and
A=V*\U•.

Denote [-a', a'l the trace of V. on IR. The points ±a' are the critical points of fm

dosest to zero. Let k. be such that fk* (a') = O.
Let V(i) = ji(U.), i = 1,2, ... , m - 1. Then V(i) is a component of f-(m-i)(v.)

that contains fi (I.).
Define A(V.) as the set of dOlnains U such that fi : U ----t V. is one-to-one, for

some i = iu > O. For exalnple, V(i) E A(V.) while U. is not.
Note that the intersection of the domain V. with the Julia set J of f consists of

two "horizontal" arcs (crossing the imaginary axis) and two "vertical" ares (crossing
the real axes). These notions are still in force for an· arbitrary U E A(V.) as it is
homeomorphic to V•.

First, we want to study relations between domaitlS of A(V. ).

Lemma 7.1. Tlle point a' (ar -a') hits a "small" Julia set Jl if and only iE E
and J1 bave a commi?n point (the renonnalization Q is of ß-type (McMJ). In this
case m = 2.1 O.e. all even number), and, moreover, fl is agaill a renormalization.
Besides, in this case a' separates the points f2.1(0) and / 1(0).

Proof. If Q is of ß·type, and a is the common end point of E and Jl , which is a
periodic point of f of period k, then E and Jl are interchanging by fk, Le. k = l
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and m = 2.1. Moreover, by [McM,Theorem ???], fl is again a renornlalization,
and its Julia set eontains EU Jl • The rest of the state1llent "if" is dear fron1 the
picture. Let us prove "only if". Let a' E Jl. Then b = fm(a') = fl(O) sinee b is
the iterate of zero in Jl of order< m. Assume the sets E and Jl don't touch. It
follows the dosest points of E and Jl are two fixed points of fm. Then a' lllUSt
be in between of them because. otherwise a point of Jl would belong to the E. A
contradiction.

Lemma 7.2. 1. There exists a unique U E A(V*) whieh eontaillS a'. Then iu = k*,
and U nV* is a subare oI a "vertieal" are oE V*.

2. Tbe above V eoineides with one oE the domains V(j) iE and only iE the
renonnalization Q is oE ß-type.

Proof. 1. Let some U E A(V.) contain a'. If iu < k*, then a' is not a dosest to
zero critical point of fm. If iu > k*, then 0 E fk. (U), Le. fi u : U ~ V* is not
one-to-one. Thus i u = k*. To prove the existence, it is enough to show that there
are uo iterates fi(O), i = 1,2, ... , m - 1 on [-a', a']. If there is, then it contradicts
to Lemma 9.1. The rest is obvious.

2. If U = V(j), then a' E J j , and we apply LeIllma 7.l.

Notation 7.1: V' is the unique domain in A(V*) containing a'. So that fk. :
U' -+ V* is one-to-one.

Lemma 7.3. U' interseets U* iE and, only iE Q is oE ß-type and U' is one oE V(j).

Proof. If U' intersects U*, then V. intersects V(k*), and we apply Lenlma 7.2. If,
conversly, Q is of ß-type, then U' contains even a point of E.

Lemma 7.4. JE U E A(V.), Vnav* :I 0, but U i= ±U', then the Eollowing two
possibilities eRn oeeur:

(a) U nav* is a smootll are, iu > m ,i.e. fm(V) E A(V*), and the dOlllain
fm(u) is sylnmetric witll respeet to the real axes; .

(b) U nav* COllsists oE two smooth ares meeting at a point x E V at the angle
1r/2, iu < m, and fiU(x) = O. Moreover, for each x E av. such that fi(x) = 0,
i < m, there exists a unique U E A(V.) witll iu = i and x EU.

Proof. Let T = U nav•. Let T be a snl00th are. Assume iu :s; m. There are uo
preimages of zero of order< iu on T (sinee there are no iterates of zero of order
< m on V.). There exists a minimal j < i u such that T' = fj (T) is an are of
the imaginary axes. If fj (V) would not be symmetrie about T', then we would
eomplete U by a bigger dOlnain from A(V.) with the same iu. Thus fj+l(U) is
synunetric about IR and then f iu - j (T') = V. nIR. It is a eontradiction with a fact
that fm is a honleomorphism on its image on the part of av. in the upper (lower)
halfplains. The rest follows. Now let T eonsist of a finitely nlany smooth ares (li)
such that li lneets li+l at a point Xi at the angle 1r /2. Then fk i (xd = O. Let
k = min(kd. Let us show that k = iu. The ease k < iu is impossible because
otherwise J would eontaiu a c10sed eurve. The case k > iu is ruled out since
fk : U ~ V. is one-to-one. Thus k = iu. It follows V nav. eonsists of two Slllooth
ares.

The Lemma 7.4 implies the followiIlg
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Lemma 7.5. IE VI, V2 E A(V.), VI intersects V2 and iUl ~ iu'l' then VI nU2 =
j-iU'l (1), where 1 is either one of the intervals I. = V. nIR or V. niIR.,

or I consists of two orthogonal intervals meeting at zero: one is a "balf" of
V. nIR and the other one is a "half" oE V. niIR.

It yields, in its turn,

Lemma 7.6. (An oider in A(V.).) Let Vi E A(V.), {= 0,1,2. If Vo intersects VI,
and VI intersects V2, but Uo does not intersect U2, then the possibility iU1 2: iuo

and iU1 2: iu'l is not realized.

Definition 7.1 (of the Markov piece) W.
We distinct two cases.
The disjoint type renormalization, Le. the ,small Julia set E of the renormaliza

tion Q = Im is disjoint froln the all other snlall Julia sets Ji . Then W = Q-l(Wt},
where the domain W1 is defined by the cOlldition:

W1 C V. such that the domain V. \ W I consists of the points x with the prop
erty: there exist a finitely many Ui E A(V.),i = l,2, ... ,i(x) such that xE Vi(x),

VI nav. #- 0, and for each i the donlain Vi intersects Vi+I and does not intersect
Ui +2 .

The ß-type renormalization, Le. E Ineets other J ulia set Jl at a point a, I l (a) =
a, (f I)' (a ) < -1. Let a-half plane be a half plane (right or left) containing
a. Denote V" the intersection of V* \ V' with the a-half plane. Let F be a
branch of f-rn contracting to a. It is wen defined at least in the intersection
of V* with the a-half plane. Then we define a domain V: = U:' U( -U:'), where
U;' = V" UF(V") UF 2(U") UF 3(U") U.... Now we define the donlain W2 exactly
like we defined the domain W in the first case (the disjoint type renornlalization)
by replacing V. by the new domain V:. Finally, we let W = Q-l(W2 ).

Remark 7.1. We need a preilnage of WI by Q in the first case because we need
an annulus A = V. \ V. around W such that it does not intersect 1T /2-external rays
to the iterates of 0 not belonging to tbe "central" Julia set E. By exactly the salne
reason, we need the extra preimage by Q in the second case (ß-renormalization).

Theorem 7.1. Tlle domain W constructed above is connected anel siInply-
connected and it satisfies the properties (Wl)-(WS) (Sect. 6). For tlle disjoint

type renormalization aw belongs to U* \ Q-jU,.). In the both cases one ean choose
the K -quasiconEormal hOlneomorphislll cP : W -t W (see (W5)) in such a way that
its maxiInal dilatation !( depends only on tbe moduli1s 1n. of the anIlulus V. \ V*,
alld, moreover, cp is smoGth in thedODlain W with the distortion snp IcP Z I/inf IcP Z I
bounded fron] above bya functioll which depends onlyon m •.

Proof. (Sketch.) Using the Lenlmas 7.4-7.6 we show that W is connected and
simply-connected. The properties (W1)-(W4) follow from the construction of W
(we use the orthogonal rays only). Prove (W5). In the case of disjoint renormaliza
tion aWI belongs to A = V. \ V* becanse ofLemma 7.~. Then in the case of disjoint
renormalization we have a I{oebe space for the projection II as II is univalent in
Q-2 UQ-I(A) UA. In the case of ß-renormalization the domain W2 has exactly 4
joint points with the Julia set E: the fixed point a (jointly with other slnall Julia
set), its preimage -a, and two preimages of -a under Q. Then in neighborhoods
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of these points we nse loeal dynalnies. It can be done in terms of the Inodulus 1n•.

Out of these lleighborhoods we use the Koebe space for TI as above (nlaybe we use
more preimages of A under Q, but their number is defined by m.).

8. END OF THE PROOF OF THE THEOREM 1.1

We are going to apply the Theorem 6.1. Remind that a domain U E A(W)
is of level l > 0 if the Inaxilnal chain of domains Uo = V, Vb ... , VI froln A(W), _
Vi C Vi+ll eontains exaetly l elenlents. W{l) is the set of points of the dOlnains of
l-level. Let Vi, j = 1,2, ... be all domains of level one. They are pairwise disjoint
and the induced map T is defined on W(l): Tlui = ji, where i = iUi, so ~hat

T : V j ~ W is an isomorphism. Let h = cp 0 II (see Sect. 6) and f = T 0 h- 1 . In
these notations we have (see definitions in Sect. 6): .

area(H(W(l)] < area(f-l(W)].

If Tlu = fi, for some I-level domain V E A(W), then, for any x E W,

where Q = fm is the considered renonnalization, i == r(x)m + L(x), anel r(x) is
the unique r > 0, such that Qr (T- 1(x)) lies in V. \ V., if the renonnalization is
disjoint, anel it lies in Q-1 (V. \ V.) in the case of ß-renormalization. So L(x) > 0
and f-L(x)(x) belongs either to V. \ V., or to Q-l(V. \ V.).

We continue as follows:

f-l(X) = ho T- 1(x) = cp 0 II 0 Q-r(x) 0 j-L(x)(x) =

= cp 0 Q-r(x) 0 II 0 f-L(x)(x).

Observe that every map
\l1 = Q-r(x) 0 II 0 j-L(x)

extends from a neighborhood of x E W to a u~ivalent holomorphic function on
either V. (disjoint type), or V. (ß-type). The argument: this domain (V., or V.)
is disjoint with the external rays R(fi(O)), if fi (0) is not in the eentral snlall Julia
set. Let us fix the modnlus m. of the annulus A. By this ,ve fix also the Inaxhnal
dilatation of the map cp and its distortion on the domain W = II(W). Ren1ind that
cp = rr- 1 in a neighborhood of aw, so that we can extend cp by II- 1 outside of
W. Since the Inodulus of the annulus V. \ W is at least m., \l1(W) has bounded
distortion (in term of m., of cause). Let now the density p(A, V.) of the domains
V E A(V.) (Le. fi : V ~ V. is an isomorphism, for sonle i = iu) in the annulus A
ten~ to zero. Then the relative area occupied by the a:ll domaiEs of the form \l1(W)
in W tends to zero too. For this, we just note that the maps Q-n are hololnorphic
on II(A) together with the Koehe space except perhaps one branehed point which
cannot disturb too much when we consider the area. Thus, for each \l1 the domain
W(W) has a small Euclidean diameter and is sur!?unded by the annnlus TI(A) (of
the nl0dulus m.). Hence, all maps W : W ~ Ware uniformely contractible by
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a factor A < 1, in the hyperbolic metrics of V... and II(V.), and A 0 as p(A, U.)
tends to zero. Returning from II(V.) to V. by the smooth 111ap <p, we get that all
branches of the map f-l : W ---+ W are contractible in the hyperbolic metric of V",
by a factor tending to zero with the density p(A, U... ). So if the latter elensity is less
than some p", (nl,,,,), we can apply Theorem 6.1.

To end the prove, we show that p... (m",) ---+ 1 as m ... ---+ 00. If m", the modulus
of A is large, then the renormalization Q is of disjoint type (see [McM,pp.ll0
111]). Then II is elose to identity on Q-2(A) UQ-l(A) UA. He~ce, the nlaximal
dilatation anel the distortion of <p are elose to 1. Moreover, Q and Q are elose on V•.
If now thc density p(A, U.) < 1 is fixed and m", ---+ 00, then area[f-1(W)]jarea[W]
cannot be too large since already Q-l (A) gives enough impact in the area[W].

9. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 1.2

Fix a renormalization Q. SO the nUlnber p(W) E (0,1) and the modulus m ... ~f

the fundamental annulus Aare given. Let d(Q) be elose to zero. It follows from
Seet.2, that Qis elose to Q Oll V... , that is II is elose to identity on A (see Remark
9.1 below). Then we ean follow the proof of the Theorem 1.1 from the previous
sectioll.

Remark 9.1. One should have in nlind the following. Let L be any non-tangent
access to zero of the polynomial f (it nleans that I is mapped by the external
conjugaey of f to a non-tangent curve converging to a point of the unit cirele).
Then l is also a non-tangent access to the zero with respect to the quadratic-like
map (renonnalization) Q. In its turn, the latter eurve (in the Q-plane) in(!tlces a
non-tangent aecess LI to the zero in the plane of the quadratic polynomial fe(Q)' So
in the uniformization plane of the rvlandelbrot set we obtain two curves: one is the
external ray {w : w = r exp(27T"it(Q)), r > I}, where t(Q) is an external argument
of c(Q), and the other one is a non-tangent eurve to the salne point of the unit
cirele, namely, this is the eurve B e(Q) (fe(Q) (Ld ). Now, by a Lindelof's theoreln, thc
limit sets of the paralneter c E 8M corresponding to these two curves coincide, Le.
this is the limit set of the ray Rt(Q)'

APPENDIX. A COMBINATORIAL RELATION BETWEEN A

DISCONNECTED JULIA SET AND AREAL POLYNOMIAL: THE R-PATH

Fix a polynomial fe outside M and other polynomial Je. on the intersection of
the realline and M. About the latter polynoluial we will assume the following:

(Al) fe. has no attracting and parabolic periodic orbit.

(A 2) Th ere is areal decreasing sequence {Cn}~= l' which tends to c'" and such
that Cn is a root of a hyperbolic component of M (that is, fe n has a per'iodic orbit
with multiplier 1, or -I)

Denote e~ two external arguments of the point Cn E 8M [DHl]. They are
conjugate, that is the eorresponding POi~ltS exp(27T"iO~) of the complex plane are
conjugated.

Denote 0; the limits of the sequences O~, and w; = exp(27T"iO;). (If M is loeally
connected, 0; are tbe external arguments of the point c... E 8 M.)
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Let us say that an angle (slope) T E (0 1 1r) corresponds to a point w = exp(27rit )
oJ the unit circle, or simply corresponds to t E [0,1) iff the curve that passes via the
point W e and crosses every circle lwl = r, r > 1 at the anlge T lands at the point w.

Denote T. a slope that corresponds to one of thc points w;, say, to the point
w;. The case wt will differ only by notations. Let Co be an analytic curve in the
dynamical plane z ~ Je(z) that passes via zero, and crosses every equipotential
{z : ue(z) = a}, a < Ue(O), at the angle T •. (Such a curve is unique as w; are not
periodic points under the map w I---t w 2.) It lands at two points kl, k2 of Je (it has
a finite length because of hyperbolicity of Je [DH2]). Let J; be the Julia set Je
united with the curve Co and all preimages of Co under Je, of all orders [LSJ. Then
J~ is a connected and locally connected compact in the plane. A curve R crossing
every equipotential at an angle T E (0,1r) and joining infinity and the Julia set is
said to be a T-external ray of Je. It lands at a unique point of Je and its T-external
argument t E 1r is weil defined [DH2], [GM], [LSJ, [LIJ. Namely, the point exp(21rit)
is the end point of the curve, which passes via a point Be(z), zER elose to 00, and
crosses every cirele Iwl = r at the angle T. In particular, T.-ray of zero argument
lands at a fixed point of fe which is called ß.

Definition Al. The R-path, or [ß', ß], is the unique curve in J; which joins
the fixed point ß and its preimage ß' different from ß. The positive direction on the
R-path is defined from ß' to ß·

Denote:
Je = Je,e. = [ß',ßJ nJe

is the subset oJ the Julia set 0/ Je on the R-path.

is the subset of the Julia set of the polynomial fe. on the real line, that is simply
the closed interval between tke fixed point 01 Je. witk positive multiplier, ße., and
its preimage ß~. different /rom ße•.

Remark Al. A point x lies in the R-path if and only if it has at least two
T.-arguments starting with different digits (in their 2-expansions). In particular,
the curve Co belongs to Je since its points have T.-arguments ()./2 and ()*/2 + 1/2.

The main result of this section is

Theorem Al.
1. Je is illvariant ullder Je.
2. There exists a nOll-decreasing surjective Inap H : Je -+ Je. oE the Cantor set

Je of the R-path OlltO tbe interval Je. such that Ho Je = Je. 0 H, and H(x) = H(y),
for some X, y E Je if and ollly iE J~([x, yD = Co, for S011]e integer l' ~ 0, where [x, y]
denotes the arc ill [ß', ß] between x and y. .

A key ingredient in the proof gives the following

Lemma Al. Let R(c) be the T.-external ray, wbich cOlltaills the critical value c.
Then R(c) lands at a point of tbe R-path.

Proof of Lemma Al. It is enough to show that the landing point v of the ray R(c)
admits at the same time T.-argument ot (because 0;. have different first digits.)
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If we will prove, that for every n = 0,1,2, ... the rays R!: of the arguments B!:
land at the sanle point X n , then we will prove the statement (because J~ is locally
connected anel B;. ~ B~). This fact is a particular case of the following known
Lelnma A2, which can be derived from the Douady-Hubbarcl-Lavaurs c0111binatorial
theory of the set M (see (Sc]). For the sake of completness we sketch here a
proof (cf. (LI]) using a notion ofthe rotation number, and Douady-Hubbard-Sulli~an

theorem (D] (on univalence of the multiplier in a hyperbolic component of M).

Lemma A2. Let to and tö be two external arguments oE a hyperbolic component
ß oE the Mandelbrot set oE period d, that is to,tö are tbe external argunlents oE the
root C.6.. oE ß. Let us fix c in the cOlnplement oE M, let T E (0, 1f) be dlosen so that
T-ray through W e lands at a point in the interval (to, tÖ)' Then, in the dynamical
plane oE the polynolnial le, T-rays oE the arguments to and tö land at one point,
which is a periodic point oE Je oE period d.

Remark A2. To prove Lemma Al, we apply Lelnlna A2 to the sequence of the
hyperbolic components of Mwith the pairs of external arguments B!:.

Proo/ 0/ Lemma A2. (cf. (LI]) Fix a slope TO corresponding to the point exp(21fito).
Consider the ray R 0/ the slope TO in the dynalnical plane Je. It doubles at a point
zo such that /g(zo) = c and then lands at two periodic points Zl and Z2 of the
period d. The points Zl, Z2 belong to different components K 1, ]{2 resp. of the
set {z : u(z) < u(c)/2d

} so that ](1 n1{2 = {zo}. The point Zo admits other TO
argument, h, anel one of the periodic points, say Z2, has other To-argulnent t 2 so
that 2d (t2 - h) = t2 - to. We want to show that (a)t2 = tö, and (b) if T changes
between TO and T~ then T-rays of the arguments TO, T~ always land at the point Z2.

Let the slope T2 eorrespond to t 2 . Look at the rotation nUInber v(7) of Zl when 7
changes from TO to T2. Then v ehanges nl0notonieally fronl zero to one. If now (a)
is not the ease, then there exists another root on the houndary of the hyperbolic
C0111pOnent ß, which is different froln c.6... This is a eontradiction with the Douady
Hubbard-Sullivan theorem. So t2 = tÖ' To prove (b) ohserve that, for 7 E (To, TO)'
the iterations of the T·ray R(c) passing via c land inside the component ](1 and its
further d - 1 iterations. So they don't hit the corresponding iterations of K 2, and,
hence, none' iteration of R(c) can coincide with the external rays of Z2. Therefore,
the 7-arguments of Z2 eannot change (see [GM]). On the other hand, if T is elose
enough to and bigger than 70, the argulnents of Z2 are 70, 7b. This proves (b).

Remark A3. After Lemma Al, we have the following analogy between the
map Je restricted on the R-path (ß', ß] and any real quadratic polynomial fb' with
-2 ::; b ::; 0.25, restricted on the invariant interval Ib' of the real line. First of a11,
a clifferenee is that theR-path is not invariant under the /e since 0 belongs to it,
while its image, c, does not. On the other hand, (anel this is the silnilarity) l if k l , k 2

the landing point of the eurve Co C [ß', ß] passing via zero, then, by Leuillla Al,
the point v = Je (k1) = / e ( k2 ) lies on [ß', ß]. Moreover, the ilnages under Ie of the
following ares on the R-path: between ß and k}, anel between ß' and k2 , eoincide
with the are in the R-path between ß and v. So the points k}, k2 play the role of
the "different sides" of the critical point zero of /b, a~ld the point v plays the role
of the eritical value b of Ib.
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Pro01 01 Theorem Al. Let us continue the preceding remark. By Lemma Al, the
point v has arguments f);. Then aH iterations of v He on (,8',,8] since they have
external arguments starting with the different digits. Thus, the kneading sequence
8 c (v) of v is weH defined and equal to the linüt of the kneading sequences 8 c (x n ) of
the periodic points X n = xn(c). Let us show that se(v) coincides with the kneading
sequence 8 e•(c.) of the critical value of the polynolnial Je. (the kneading invariant
of Jc.)' Indeed, let us consider again T.-rays of the arguments f)~, n = 1, 2, ....
For each paralneter b in the wake of the corresponding hyperbolic conlponent of
M (particularly, for c and c.) they land at aperiodie point xn(b) of fb, which is a
holomorhpic function of b in the wake (see Lemlna A2). Now, take the sequence of
real parameters Cn from the definition of c•. Then the kneading sequence 8 c (xn )

equals the kneading sequence sCn (en) of the real Inap fc n • But GCn (en) tends to
the kneading sequence Sc. (c.) of the limit nlap Jc. [MT]. This direetly leads to the
conclusions of the theorem. (Remind, by Guckenheimer's theorem, the polynolnial
fc. does not have wandering intervals, hence, it is determined by its kneading
invariant) .

Reminder: (T(t) = 2.t(mod1), t E [0,1). Then (Tn(t) = 2n .t(lnod1).

Corollary Al. The set oE T.·argulnents oE the points in the R-path consists oE
those t for Wllich, for all i > 0, (Ti(t) lies either in [0, f);-], or in ff)t, 1].

Corollary A2. Fix x in the Julia set J c and consider the set A(x) oEits T.-external
arguments. Tbere are only three possibilities: .

1. None iteration oE x hits the set I c, and A(x) consists oE one elemen t t (x) .
2. For some [ 2: 0, the i-th iteration oE x bits a point y oE I c , whicll is not a

pre-image olv, and A(x) consists oE two elen1ents t±(x) so that

where E}, ... , Ei is a group oE digits 0,1, and (t±(y)) denotes the sequence 0,1 in the
2-expansion oE the external arguments t±(y) oE the point y.

3. For S0111€ [ ~ 0, tbe [-th iteration oE x hits either kll or k2 , and A(x) consists
oE three elements t±(x), tad(x) so that

t+(x) = O.El, , Ei, 1, (f);),

tad(x) = O.E}, , Ei, f, (f)"t),

where: E}, ... , Ei is a group oE digits 0, 1, E is either 0, or 1 depending on whether the
point f~(x) is kI, or k2 , and (B) denotes the sequence oEO,1 in tbe 2-expansion oE
f).

Pro01 01 Corollary A2.
1. The edges of the R-path have the only external arguments 0,1/2.
2. and 3. It is enough to show every point y of I c has exaetly two external

arguments whenever this point is not apreimage of v. Assume ti, i = 1,2,3 are
different arguments of y. Let Yl, Y2 start with the saUle digit, but differ by a digit
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,
of number i > 1. Applying Theoreul A1,p.1, we find apreimage of R-path under
f~ between external rays of arguments tl and t2. It means that f~ is not one-to-one
in a neighborhood of y, that is y is an i-preiIllage of v.
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